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Harmony roundabout 
to Trezaise

1. There will be another new four arm roundabout sited on Harmony Road 
which will allow traffic to access the middle of Roche to the east along with 
Whitemoor and The Goss Moor.

2. The roundabout will be at the same level as the existing road to allow 
simple connections.

3. As the new road heads south from the roundabout, it will be on an 
embankment due to a natural low point in the landscape.  The embankment 
needs to be high enough to allow a new underbridge to be built for farm 
vehicles, horse riders, cyclist and walkers to safely pass under the road.

4. South of the new underbridge, the line of the road has been designed to avoid 
two existing ponds and to minimise the impact on the wildlife that is present 
there.  At this point the road continues on an embankment which is high 
enough to allow drainage and wildlife crossings to be provided underneath.

5. The road is then designed to avoid Trerank Farm and properties at Lower 
Trerank before approaching the third new roundabout at Trezaise.

6. Within this section of the new road, there will be a climbing lane heading 
southbound towards Trezaise roundabout to allow overtaking of slower 
vehicles.  There will also be a layby for northbound traffic.

7. Between Harmony roundabout and Trezaise roundabout there are a 
number of public rights of way which are affected by the new road.  We are 
proposing to create new paths for walkers, cyclists and equestrians and 
provide safe crossing opportunities along the route.
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Section B-B

Existing ground Level

Proposed above existing ground

Proposed attenuation basin

Proposed planting areas

Proposed cornish hedge

Proposed post and wire fencing

Proposed vehicle restraint barrier

Section Key:

Section A-A

Existing ground Level

Proposed below existing ground

Proposed planting areas

Proposed cornish hedge

Proposed post and wire fencing

Section Key:

Proposed vehicle restraint barrier
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